Villa Lartos
Region: Rhodes Sleeps: 8

Overview
Step into your own little slice of heaven at Villa Lartos. Providing gorgeous
vistas over the bay, sea and mountains, this home is an idyllic escape from the
hustle and bustle of everyday life.
The home’s exotic garden is decorated with stunning indigenous trees and
holds a veranda furnished with comfy chairs and a coffee table. This is a
wonderful space to relax in while listening to the birds gently chirp in the
background.
The home’s interior is sublimely brightened by natural light beaming in from
the various windows. Modern artworks adorn the walls and the home benefits
from a spacious open plan design. Guests will be able to stroll onto the sunny
veranda from the living area for a pleasant drink in the sunshine.
Inside, a cosy and contemporary fireplace is ideal for social and relaxing
nights indoors around the flat screen. One of the three bedrooms features a
double bed with a ladder leading up to a single bunk bed – perfect for small
child sharing with parents. The bathrooms possess luxury toiletries to use at
your disposal.
Guests can indulge in al fresco dining on the veranda which is perfectly
positioned to look over the amazingly blue sea and horizon.
The home is 29 miles from the magnificent island of Rhodes and 30 miles from
Diagoras Airport.

Facilities
Private Pool • Beach Nearby • Internet • Air-Con • Walk to Beach •
<1hr to Airport • BBQ • Satellite TV • DVD • Heating • Waterfront •
Watersports • Outstanding Landscapes • Outdoor Pursuit & Activities •
Tourist Towns & Villages • Historical Sites
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa
Villa Lartos is a wonderful property, where you can enjoy breath-taking
panoramic views of the beach and the sea. The villa has 3 bedrooms and 3
bathrooms, and it can accommodate up to 8 people
Interior
- Open-plan living area with TV and DVD
- Fully-equipped kitchen
- Two double bedrooms with en-suite bathroom
- Bedroom with double bed and 2 twin beds on a mezzanine level
- Bathroom
Exterior
- Infinity pool
- BBQ
- Sundeck
- Outdoors dining area
- Shaded chill-out area
- Patio
- Garden
- Terrace
Amenities
- Private Parking
- Wi-fi
- Hair dryers
- Air conditioning
- Mosquito nets
- Complimentary toiletries
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Location & Local Information
The Church of the Panagia is a stunning whitewashed church just 1.1 miles
from the home. The 11th-century church is easy to miss but well worth a visit if
you wish to delve into some intriguing Greek history.
Sarongs are provided as visitors to the church must ensure that their
shoulders and legs are covered out of respect for such a holy space. What
makes The Panagia so special is the fact that no photography is allowed –
you’ll just have your mind’s eye to remember the church’s mesmerising
interior. This is a beautiful space to enjoy some quiet contemplation in peace.
Splendid frescoes decorate the walls of this quaint little church and the bells
can be heard each morning at nine.
Acropolis of Lindos is a wonderfully preserved Acropolis that dates all the way
back to the 6th century. From here, you will be able to gaze over the
phenomenal vistas over the sea after tackling the tall climb up to the top –
make sure you wear the correct footwear!
The stunning site is only 1.2 miles away from the home and is available to tour
with the assistance of a guide. You will discover many ruins at this Acropolis,
depicting ancient times and ranging from damaged to undamaged. It is well
worth coming here to take in some unmissable Greek history.

Local Amenities
Nearest Airport

Rhodes Airport
(48 km)

Nearest Village

Pilonas
(1 km)

Nearest Town/City

Rhodes
(44 km)

Nearest Restaurant

Restaurants & Shops
(5 km)

Nearest Bar/Pub

Bars & Cafes
(2 km)

Nearest Beach

Vlycha Beach
(1 km)
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Terms & Conditions
- Arrival time: 2 pm
- Departure time: 10 am
- Linen & towels included?: Linen & towels are included in the rental price
- Pets welcome?: Pets not allowed
- Smoking Allowed?: Smoking not permitted inside the villa
- Insurance: It is recommended that all guests take out insurance to cover against potential cancellation and any accidental damage caused during your stay at the property
- Minimum stay: 6 nights
- Internet access?: Complimentary wi-fi included
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